“Helped me understand legal principles, key
considerations and gave practical examples
of application”
Vodafone Limited

Employee
investigations
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CPD

University of Wales

“Engaging and enjoyable.”
Wales & West Utilities

“Good open styles, expertise and experience.”
Sheffield Hallam University

“Good refresher.”
Stagecoach

“Good overview - met expectations.”
BBC

ONE
DAY

16 max

Employment tribunals expect employers to show
that they have undertaken a fair and thorough
investigation of complaints. This investigation
can be time-consuming and complicated.
However, if carried out early and correctly, an
investigation should contain a problem and
minimise distraction from the business.
This course provides an understanding of the
legal and best practice requirements necessary
to conduct an investigation and the skills
required by the investigators. Delegates will
learn about a process approach to the handling
of investigations.

Who should attend?
The programme will benefit HR professionals or
line managers with responsibility for managing or
conducting investigations into internal disciplinary,
grievance and similar employee issues.

Delegates will learn to:
– develop a thorough investigation plan
– decide what is sufficient evidence
– deal with issues around interviews, including
confidentiality, anonymity and the presence of
third parties
– prepare for, and conduct, investigatory
interviews
– evaluate evidence objectively
– compile a report and conduct an
internal investigation

Venues:
London
Leeds
Nottingham
London
Manchester
London

10 October 2019
04 December 2019
06 February 2020
19 March 2020
20 May 2020
08 July 2020

Time 09.30 – 16.30
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“Examples and cases and comparisons really useful.”

Advanced employee
investigations:
interview skills
and tactics

To book

6
CPD

Programme
Best practice and the law
– the importance of a fair procedure
– unfair dismissal: evidence and reasonableness
– t he requirements of the Acas code
–d
 ealing with discrimination, harassment and

bullying complaints

Planning the investigation
–w
 ho is suitable to be an investigator and the role?
– s etting the scope and goals of the investigation
–d
 ocumentation and files: what should you ask

to see?
–c
 omplainant issues, witnesses and representatives:
the order of interviews

Conducting the interviews
–p
 urpose and structure of the interviews
–c
 ontrolling the discussion and focusing on

the facts
–a
 ppropriate records or transcripts?
–p
 reparing statements: how to capture what

is said
–e
 valuating evidence: balancing conflicting
and corroborating information
– I nvestigation reports

Investigation reports
–m
 aking reporting back more straightforward
–w
 hat should the report contain?
–w
 ho receives a copy and permission to disclose?
– fi
 ndings and conclusions
–m
 aking recommendations

In-house training and consultancy
Every year, our HR consultants conduct around 25 complex
employee investigations, including: allegations of bullying
against directors, whistle-blowing, and multiple and counter
grievances against managers. We run around 60 in-house
training assignments per year on investigations.

12 max

Because of the rising expectations Judges have of an
employer’s investigation process, and the increasing
complexity of some employee investigations,
some organisations recognise investigation as a
specialism and they are developing in-house teams
of dedicated investigators.
Witness interviews are often the most time
consuming and complex element of the
investigation process and an investigator may rely
on witness evidence to reach conclusions. What do
you do when the witness is emotional, won’t talk
or shut up? Investigators must plan their interviews
to ensure they focus on the facts and avoid getting
distracted by melodrama.

Who should attend?
Those who regularly conduct employee
investigations and who wish to develop their
approach to investigation interviews.
It is assumed that delegates have experience of
internal investigations. The course will not cover
the legal requirements of conducting investigations.

Delegates will learn to:

Email: training@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +44 113 200 4040

Programme
Preparation and structure
– planning the structure and areas of focus
– building in flexibility
– using ‘hard’ evidence

Effective questioning
–u
 se of probing and funnel questioning techniques
–a
 voiding compound, leading and accusatory questions
– applying fairness and balance
–d
 eveloping the facts, testing and validating

the evidence
– how far can you go?

Objectivity and focus on facts
–a
 voiding opinion, speculation and early conclusions
– what should you disclose?

– conduct a preliminary case review

Anticipating and handling difficulties

– develop a plan for case management and
witness interviews

–d
 ealing with reactions from reluctance

– identify appropriate questioning techniques
in witness interviews

– tactics and diversions
– perception and recall: the ‘human element’

– conduct effective interviews with tricky
and challenging witnesses

Evaluating evidence

– adapt their style and approach to each witness
– apply objectivity, impartiality and fairness

to hostility

– validation and corroboration
– making findings and drawing conclusions
– from the evidence

Venues:
London
Leeds
London
Manchester

03 October 2018
27 February 2019
02 April 2019
10 July 2019

Time 09.30 – 16.30

Fee £499 +VAT

Online: eversheds-sutherland.com/training

ONE
DAY

To book

Fee £499 +VAT

Online: eversheds-sutherland.com/training

Email: training@eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +44 113 200 4040
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